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Greenall in Preparations for Displacement Photo: ©Nicholas Bechgaard
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Greenall, Mickey (Mikey/Mik) (1948-?)
Fantasy
Feminism
Fiona Templeton
Fire

Gravity
See: Ascent of the Stediljk, Julian Maynard Smith, Station House
Opera

Five Concert Pieces and a Free Session
Fiver Show
Four Artists
Free Sessions
Fuchs, Alan
Games
Going
Goldfish
Gossip

Anti-Gravity Aug 1975, A-A Building, Basingstoke
The Theatre of Mistakes Archive

Gravity
Greenall, Michael (Mickey/Mike/Mik)
Grey Suit Editions
Grids
Gymnasium
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Fantasy
A woman called Mayla who wore a
trench coat and heels.
At Purdies farm in the summer of 1975, The Theatre of Mistakes
created a Core Group Fantasy Piece. Its archive holds the fantasies
for Michael Greenall, Anthony Howell, and Mike Owen:

©The Theatre of Mistakes, The Theatre of Mistakes Archive

Feminism See: Southend Green Women’s Liberation Group,
Women

Fiona Templeton See: Templeton, Fiona

Fire
E.g. Anthony McCall Fire Event III held at 43 Egerton Gardens,
London SW3 on 27th Nov, 1971 (Artwork in The Theatre Of
Mistakes Archive)
See Reindeer Werk
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Five Concert Pieces and a Free Session (October, 1975)

Program, The Theatre of Mistakes Archive

Performed at the London Exhibition, the works were: The Three
Act Piece; Heights, Slides and Collisions; The Exercise Session with
Domino Trigger + The Consecutive Building Piece; A Continuous
Contact Body Progression; and The Table Piece. The Free Session
“may prove the most incalculable performance of all, but could
turn out to [be] the one with the most extravagant structuring.”
(Program)
See also: Rehearsal

Fiver Show (3-23rdJune 1976)
Held at the Art Room, the show consisted of over 20 artists,
including works by Flanagan, Susan Bonvin, Hockney, and Amikam
Toren. All pieces had to be priced at £5.

Musics magazine September 1976
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Program Five Concert Pieces (October 1975)
Program Active Circles (August 1976)
Program Two Journeys (May 1976)
Extract from Statement for Funding Application, nd c1975/6
The Theatre of Mistakes Archive
Anthony Howell, July 1976, Theatre of Mistakes Archive

With performances (Mikey Greenall; Theatre of Mistakes) and
readings (Anthony Howell, Nick Totten, John Welch, Anthony
Barnett) on Friday nights. See also: Letters, London Calling

Four Artists (1974)
A group show: David Coxhead, Susan Hiller, Anthony Howell,
Amikam Toren.

Free Sessions See Five Concert Pieces
Fuchs, Alan See Poetry, Wallpaper
Games
See: Julian Maynard Smith, One Rule Game, Fiona Templeton
‚The Theatre of Mistakes is more like playing a
game than acting in a play. As in a game, we
employ formal rules to extend the intensity of
being as we are, rather than attempting to ‘be’
someone else.‛
(Program notes, Preparations for Displacement, 1975, The Theatre of
Mistakes Archive)

Musics magazine September 1976
Program/press release Pairs Game (1975/6)
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Gymnasium

Two Journeys Photo: ©The Theatre of Mistakes

See Elements of Performance Art, Exercises
Whilst The Theatre of Mistakes Archive holds many loose-leaf
drafts and copies of exercises, as of 2009, the entire Gymnasium
collection has yet to be found.

Cf The traditional English parlour game of Blindman’s B(l)uff
whose origins can be traced at least as far back as the Middle
Ages, re-emerging as a French picturesque pursuit as depicted by
Fragonard. Also much enjoyed by the Marquis de Sade.
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and opened to pp25-26, they form a rectangle and a diagram
emerges.

A
E
L
Q-R

B
F-G
M
S

C
H
N-O
T-U

D
I-K
P
V-Z

This A-Z is also a grid. It comprises 16 books. When lined up in
alphabetical order like so:
Page from Notebook of Anthony Howell, The Theatre of Mistakes Archive

Hesse, Ad Reinhardt, Elsworth Kelly, Agnes Martin… Is the grid the
antidote to the linear narrative? (See Quilting Bee).

Going (1977)
Performed by Anthony Howell, Fiona Templeton, Peter Stickland,
Michael Greenall, Miranda Payne, Glenys Johnson in various
combinations and venues including: Cambridge Poetry Festival
and Theater of the New City, New York.
See also: Bibliography, Chance, Diagrams, Endings, Rehearsal

Greenall died in Manchester several years ago and so is the only
member of the Core group(s) apart from Anita Urquhart to date
not to have been interviewed in the research for this text. A
retrospective of Greenall’s work is being curated by Hadrian
Piggott, Gwendolyn Leick and other friends.

Grey Suit Editions
Going is the first of The Theatre of Mistakes’ works to be wholly
rehearsed, mistakes incorporated. Beneath bare bulbs, three men
and two women (or two men and three women), constantly
threaten to leave (“Really, I must go,” “I do think I’d better be
going now”) yet never actually do. The repetition of text and
gestures drawn from the rituals of saying goodbye becomes
increasingly violent. Hands slam on a table, a cigarette packet is
tossed, performers square up to one another, detain and push
away. Phrases are non-committal, casual, petulant, full of rage.
Silences are punctuated by swoons and tonal voice choruses that
lend gravitas to even the tritest pop songs. Going is relentless: a
structure with a human metronome and no ending. Our
satisfaction comes from figuring out its fugal form, recognising the
mistakes and the corrections they trigger, and then watching it
play out over the five acts, each performer enacting all the other
performers. Is there still a narrative if everyone is the same
person? Is there still drama if emotions such as anger cannot be
attributed to any one ‘character’ but are performed as part of a
formal sequence? (cf Anthony Howell’s novel Lost Farm which
distils the events of a decade in a single day and sets out not to
reveal the inner thoughts of any of its characters).
As Templeton says, when Going was conceived in pre-Thatcherite
Britain, no-one looked like this. Slick-haired and grey-suited, its
performers could have belonged to a nameless organisation
somewhere on the ‘wrong’ side of the Berlin wall. They appear
locked in a Kafkaesque struggle from which there is no escape,

Publishing company established by Anthony Howell. The
‘magazine’ was a video compilation of performance and video art.
Publishers of Going and Homage to Morandi (See Bibliography)

Grids

The vocabulary of the grid was part of the art scene, in New York
at least, from the 1960s onwards, deployed by artists such as Eva
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Greenall artwork sent to Anthony Howell in 2001 for Performations, work
on paper, 23 x 16.2cm, The Theatre of Mistakes Archive
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Mickey Greenall, Peter Stickland, Anthony Howell and Glenys Johnson in
Going
Photo ©The Theatre of Mistakes, The Theatre of Mistakes Archive
(Interview: Glenys Johnson: London, 18 Dec, 2008)
th

Johnson recalls being the first to fall in Going at the Pittsburgh
Western Penitentiary and how vulnerable she felt lying face down
on the floor surrounded by burly prisoners.
The story is that when Going toured to New York in ‘78, performer
Greenall sat in the audience on his night off and fell asleep.
penned in by the audience on four sides, by a formal conceit. Little
wonder that when Going was performed in Pittsburgh’s Western
Penitentiary, prisoners adored it; lifers felt it reflected the futility
of repeated applications to the parole board. Post 80s, everyone
looks like this, like the face of faceless corporations; of commuters
caught in the 9 to 5 treadmill.
According to Peter Stickland, Going is to The Theatre of Mistakes
what Waiting for Godot is to Beckett. It’s the work in which their
prolonged enquiries into mutuality cohered and also the last time
this core group were united in purpose and investigation.

His own practice included illustrations for Anthony Howell’s long
poem, The Mekon (1976), diagrams and other works on paper
and, latterly, ceramics.

“Going pre-empted the disbandment of the group. A scripted
performance involving attempts to leave each participant in
following the rules becomes bound to the rest as they weave their
identical actions into different moments of the same role.”
(Jason E Bowman “Accidentally on Purpose, The Ting: The Theatre of
Mistakes, Towards A Retrospective” PSI15, Zagreb, June 2009)

Above and below: Greenall artwork sent to Anthony Howell in 2001 for
Performations, work on paper, 12 x 6.1cm, The Theatre of Mistakes
Archive

Extract from Program for Paris Biennale with essential phrases from the
text translated into French. The Theatre of Mistakes Archive
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Lindsay Moran and goldfish in Three Act Piece, Photo: ©The Theatre of
Mistakes, The Theatre of Mistakes Archive

Whilst less interested in structure than some of the others, he
brought his unique creativity to the group, particularly through his
visual sensibility and his improvisation skills. Apart from Howell,
he was the only performer there from the first Theatre of
Mistakes work (Preparations for Displacement in 1975) right
through to Homage to Morandi in 1981. He can be heard on the
sound recording of Going (see Bibliography).
(Conversation: Howard Tong, London, Oct 2008)

“Mikey used to sing: One day my prince will come; one day my
rinse will run.”
He shared a squat with Howard Tong who recalls the house had
no roof so when it rained, they were forced to occupy lower and
lower floors to avoid being soaked. The garden became one big
mud bath and they made helmets out of mud, all of which
inspired Mickey’s Mud Man performance.
(Conversation: Peter Stickland, London, Nov 2008)

“Mikey was a kind of Hermes character, a free spirit. A great
performer-interpreter. Soft, intuitive, impish, flying around, being
naughty…”
Mickey Greenall studied and lectured in Fine Art at Maidstone
college and became part of the Core Group of Ting: The Theatre of
Mistakes in 1975 (Signe Lie Howell remembers him as very
reliable). He went on to co-create the Mutuality signature with
Anthony Howell and Fiona Templeton. It was his friendship with
Michael Craig Martin that introduced the latter to The Theatre of
Mistakes and led to their selection for Summer Show 5.
See also: The Art Room, The Street, Five Concert Pieces

Goldfish
See Three Act Piece. No animals were harmed in the making of this
performance.

Gossip
‚Gossip is only the lack of a worthy memory‛
(Elbert Hubard)
It would make a good novel, Anthony Howell said. The writer
going between people who aren’t necessarily in contact, hearing
what each one has to say, relaying the memories of one to
another, repeating opinion, being privy to multiple perspectives
while individuals remain locked in their singular narratives of
nostalgia or analysis. In short, the writer as a conduit for gossip.

History is merely gossip (Oscar Wilde)

Greenall in the eponymous aviator suit. Photo ©The Theatre of Mistakes,
c. 1975
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The process of researching an entity as complex as Ting: The
Theatre of Mistakes is well served by the notion of gossip as the
subversive strategy of the excluded, as articulated by cultural
theorist Irit Rogoff : “Gossip involves exchange not merely, not
even mainly, of information, and not solely of understanding, but
of point of view” (Gossip as Testimony - a Postmodern Signature).
Professional relations within The Theatre of Mistakes were
enhanced and complicated by interpersonal relationships that
created ever-shifting dynamics. Some participants had remained
friends; others hadn’t spoken in years. There was dissent, or
silences; there was time and a death and a drifting apart. Gossip
engages; it creates a mystique around its subjects. It occupies the
spaces left by questions. Who threw the script someone else
painstakingly typed into the fire? Who was ‘against agreement’?
Who fell asleep while sat in the audience? What was the Secrets
Piece? (See also: Unattributed)
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